Transfer Scholarship Opportunity Details: Carroll College (Montana) for Marymount University Students

Opening Remarks
Carroll College conveys its heartfelt sympathy to the students, faculty, and staff at Marymount California University. While we would rather not find ourselves reaching out in these circumstances, we invite the students of Marymount California University to consider Carroll College, an institution with considerable overlap in mission, and with a faculty and staff dedicated to the success of our students. Please visit www.carroll.edu/marymount for more information about Carroll’s offer to Marymount students.

Opportunity Details for Marymount Students Transferring to Carroll College
Carroll College extends the following offer to students at Marymount California University in addition to federal aid:

- A Transfer Scholarship ranging from $13,000 to $17,000 per year for all students in good standing
- Thanks to the generosity of a benefactor, a Marymount Scholarship of $2,000 or more (available until these funds are exhausted)
- Need-based aid for qualifying students as demonstrated by federal or institutional criteria
- An expedited, no-fee application process, including a shortened application form
- Email (or submit via application portal) your unofficial transcripts for credit transfer evaluation
- Guaranteed, expedited admission for all students in good standing applying from Marymount
- Student-athletes can arrange conversations with athletic coaches with our NAIA programs by contacting Dr. Michael McMahon at msmcmahon@carroll.edu

Description of Institution
Life sometimes presents challenging circumstances, yet how we respond can fashion us into the people we’re called to be. Continue the next step of your adventure at Carroll College, located in a land of adventure: Helena, Montana. Carroll offers a unique combination of 1) top-quality, rigorous academic programs with exceptional faculty and proven outcomes, 2) an education that is “not for school, but for life,” providing holistic outcomes through our liberal arts commitment, and 3) a community of faith, warmly embracing our identity as a Catholic, diocesan college, while simultaneously remaining welcoming to all persons of good will. And, of course, we offer all this in a geographic setting that is a paradise for both contemplation and exploration.

Those interested can learn more about transferring to Carroll by visiting https://www.carroll.edu/marymount. You can also reach out to Assistant Director of Admission Nicole Noel at nnoel@carroll.edu or 406-447-5406.